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Autodesk Revit Tools Help 
the Construction Industry 
Meet the 2030 Challenge
With an Energy Efficiency Analysis that 
provides helpful insight, Revit can simplify 
the construction process.  
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INTRODUCTION

When it comes to keeping our environment clean, everyone has a role and 
can make a difference. Every little bit helps, so when individuals change 
their lifestyle and reduce their use of carbon, the state of the environment 
can be improved.

Changes by the construction industry, particularly the urban built 
environment, would make a significant impact on carbon use and benefit 
our environment. Architecture 2030, a nonprofit that was established in 
response to concerns over climate change, says “75% of annual global GHG 
[greenhouse gas] emissions” are a result of the urban built environment, 

where “buildings alone account for 39%.” To combat this environmental 
hazard, the nonprofit issued the 2030 Challenge.

The challenge is meant to spur the building community to make all new 
buildings and major renovations carbon neutral by 2030.

Architecture 2030 defines carbon neutral as “using no 
fossil fuel GHG emitting energy to operate.”

The construction world has taken this challenge to heart and is striving 
to meet the challenge. For many, the challenge may seem daunting as it 
requires significant changes to the status quo. However, with technology, 
innovations, and just increasing awareness a carbon neutral building can 
be designed.

Revit enables measurement of the carbon footprint of a building design 
early in the process. This tool is included at no charge in Revit’s features 
and is simple to use.

Utilizing Revit’s tools can aid the construction industry as they strive to 
meet the 2030 Challenge of creating buildings that are carbon neutral.

WHAT IS IT? 

As the construction industry tries to meet the 2030 Challenge, they need to 
run an energy efficiency analysis of a building’s design. Revit tools Green 
Building Studio (GBS) and Insight enable an energy efficiency analysis to 
be done easily and quickly.
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While both GBS and Insight are web portals, GBS is the engine that runs 
Insight. With robust BIM integration, Insight allows users to visualize, 
interact with, specify, and document building performance data.

GBS and Insight enables users to perform an energy efficiency analysis 
early in the design process. Informed decisions made in the schematic 
design phase have a monumental impact on a building’s energy efficiency 
and can be a boon to a contractors and subcontractors.

Aptly named, Insight can help users make design decisions that lead them 
to construct carbon neutral buildings. 

Kanisco, a provider of CAD and BIM solutions, says 
of Insight, it “offers a unique Energy Cost Range that 
communicates the range of potential performance for each 
project. Use the range to guide design decisions and set 
reasonable and achievable performance goals.”

Insight gives users the ability to visualize and interact with key performance 
indicators, benchmarks, factors, ranges, and specifications with real 
time cause-and-effect feedback. By looking at an energy analysis from 
a conceptual point of view and receive relevant and valuable feedback, 
users can make informed decisions.

The feedback includes energy analysis, solar analysis, light analysis, 
and heating and cooling loads. The software also generates insight as it 
automatically varies building design inputs, resulting in maximum and 
minimum possible annual energy costs with approximately +/– 10% 
accuracy. Inputs can then be adjusted, for example, on glazing properties, 
and instant feedback on performance impacts can be evaluated.

The instant feedback from GBS and Insight can help the construction 
industry make smarter decisions as they strive to meet the 2030 Challenge. 
In addition, because Insight is cloud based, it’s easy to share designs with 
every subcontractor and get their feedback.  
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SIMPLIFY THE PROCESS

The 2030 Challenge has created a new responsibility for the construction 
industry: energy analysis. In the past, one needed a Ph.D. in energy analysis 
to acquire the information necessary to create a carbon free building. 

These days, however, an energy analysis does not require a large breadth 
of knowledge, reams of data, and tedious hand calculations. 

GBS and Insight provide energy analysis and quality feedback. With only 
an hour of training, users can comfortably navigate the software.

Because Insight for energy performance analysis is built directly into Revit, 
it’s simple to use. With just a couple of clicks, users can gain helpful analysis 
that helps in meeting sustainability goals.

If a design includes levels, location, a simple mass shape (using the Revit 
massing tools), and mass floors, a user can run Insight. With just a basic 
building form (without doors, windows, etc.), users can get an energy 
efficiency analysis. As the form is filled in and building designs are tweaked, 
the program can be run again to get an updated energy efficiency analysis.

Insight enables users to take their models and push them to a web-
based environment through Revit. Once on the web page, users can see 
the form of the structure. With each change, Insight notes the impact on 
energy performance and provides a report regarding performance. The 
report can guide the construction team toward changes and can facilitate  
better outcomes.

“In Insight, we can run 100 simulations at once and see 
where the thresholds are and where it is and is not going 
to be cost-effective to make changes,” says Tim Johnson, 
an engineer with Cushing Terrell Architects.

While the 2030 Challenge has added carbon neutrality as a goal of the 
construction industry, Insight makes the necessary energy analysis simple. 
It allows users to run multiple energy-modeling scenarios and get relevant 
feedback, so that the contractor can produce an energy efficient building.
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THE CLOCK IS TICKING 

In today’s fast-moving world, it’s expected that everything can be done 
faster. Most people expect technology to enable them to keep pace and 
increase efficiency at work and at home.

The expectation extends to construction. So, in addition to designing 
buildings that are carbon neutral and meeting the 2030 Challenge, 
contractors need to develop buildings faster. Because Insight is primarily 
a pre-design tool, it speeds up the process on both the front and back 
ends of construction development.

During the early stage of design, there are a few options in terms of 
completing an energy efficiency analysis. Some old-school architects may 
complete the analysis by hand, which is labor intensive; a big project could 
add a week to the schedule and delaying the entire project.

Some contracting firms hire a consultant to crunch the numbers, which 
also adds time, and another step to the process. 

It also requires the firm to rely on the schedule of others, which invites 
unpredictability. This dependence can also lead to stress if the client is 
pressing the contractor for information and progress.

Contrast such delays with contractors that use in-house methods like GBS/
Insight to complete an energy efficiency analysis and reap the numerous 
benefits, particularly regarding schedule.

As the design process progresses, users are more locked into a design they 
have devoted a significant chunk of time to. Insight, unlike other tools, 
offers valuable feedback in the pre-design phase, when architects have 
invested less time in their design and changes are not excessively time 
consuming or frustrating. 
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With the instant feedback, users can easily pivot based on insights gleaned 
from reviewing the feedback. This can facilitate the design of a carbon 
neutral building and save the contractor time.

Finally, some contracting firms perform an energy analysis only after the 
design is complete. Changes made at that point add significant time to 
the process. This delay frustrates everyone affected – including owners.

Again, because Insight is part of Revit, users don’t need to add yet another 
program to their process. 

Time is precious. Insight not only saves time, but ensures time is well spent 
and enables the construction industry to focus on a greater need.

BETTER FOR YOU. BETTER FOR YOUR CLIENT.

Although the 2030 Challenge complicates the process of designing a 
building, it does not need to add to the contractor’s cost and bid. Carbon 
neutrality can lead to cost savings. 

Users use Revit for a host of reasons, including improving their designs, 
fostering collaboration, and accurately capturing design intent in 3D. The 
tool has become indispensable.

GSB/Insight are part of Revit. Owners of Revit software have free access to 
Insight with a simple download of the plugin. 

Owners of Revit software are wise to use all the product has to offer: 

Insight can help a construction firm design a building at its most reasonable 
cost as well as assist in meeting the 2030 Challenge of designing a carbon 
neutral building. 

When feedback is gathered in the predesign process (as opposed to later in 
the process), one can “understand the key drivers of energy performance 
at the earliest stages of design.” 

As a user studies potential outcomes impacting energy cost, they can easily 
consider multiple options to the design, leading to implementation of the 
most cost-effective change or fix. 

“You’re working in Revit every single day,” says Vanessa 
Hostick, a sustainability specialist at HOK. “You don’t have 
to leave Revit and go someplace else to run an 
energy model.”
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Changes needed as a project nears completion are costly for the contractor. 
In addition, the options for change are significantly limited. Even more 
costly for the contractor is trying to fix a completed building that is not 
performing well. 

Finding the most feasible solution at the earliest point in the process also 
improves a construction firm’s bottom line. Good decisions made early 
help maintain construction costs, which pleases owners. 

Owners will also be satisfied with the end result: a building that requires less 
energy to maintain, which leads to lower costs throughout a building’s use.

Producing buildings that adhere to budgets – both in design and application 
– is sure to make a contractor sought after.

Informed decisions made in the schematic design phase can empower 
users with monumental impact on a building’s energy usage. That impact 
is also financially.

IT’S NEVER TOO LATE TO GO GREEN

To have an even greater impact on the environment, owners need to focus 
on pre-existing construction as well. This begins with an energy audit which 
can be defined as “an assessment of the current and historic energy use of a 
building, business or home,” with the purpose of making energy upgrades. 

According to the Iowa Economic Development Authority, “Energy audits 
can include analysis of electricity and natural gas usage, and may 
include lighting, heating and cooling systems, building envelope and 
insulation, appliances, refrigeration, signage, windows and doors and 
even landscaping."

After the audit comes an energy analysis which is done to find ways to 
reduce energy usage. Revit and associated software can help construction 
firms perform energy audits and analysis in order to present mitigation 
options for owners.

Energy audits and analysis can be time consuming. However, Revit software 
enables the construction industry to perform rapid energy modeling which 
can accelerate the initial steps of an energy assessment process. 
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Factors such as energy costs and carbon emissions can be assessed which 
leads to an understanding of a building’s potential for improvement  
and ROI.

With rapid energy modeling, contractors, subcontractors, and construction 
companies can compare retrofit and renovation options and make the 
most appropriate recommendation to building owners. 

The long-term or lifecycle impact of retrofit decisions can also be considered. 
Those upgrades which will improve energy efficiency the most over the 
long haul and offer the best ROI can be prioritized.

 Armed with this information, contractors, subcontractors, and construction 
companies can provide a valuable service for building owners. Various 
Revit applications, including GBS with software, can be used to support 
rapid energy modeling and lead to existing construction reducing its  
carbon footprint.

CONCLUSION

New construction that is carbon neutral and meets the 2030 Challenge 
will have significantly less impact on the environment. In order for the 
construction industry to do their part to improve the environment, they 
need tools. Revit subscribers have the necessary tools to get the job done. 

Green Building Studio and Insight are free, simple to run and efficient. Most 
importantly, it speeds up and impoves the design process by providing 
valuable energy efficiency analysis at the schematic design stage. Meeting 
the 2030 Challenge is mades easier with the right tools.

U.S. CAD is a provider of BIM technology, consulting, production, 

training, and support to the architectural, engineering and 

construction (AEC) industries. Our mission is to help clients win 

more, produce more, and achieve more. To learn more about 

U.S. CAD’s AEC solutions and services, visit uscad.com.

LEARN MORE

https://uscad.com/
https://go.uscad.com/acton/media/26362/contractor-discovery-call-request

